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Ford Using Simulated Stock Markets To Tap Knowledge Of
Employees And Change The Way lt Does Business

. Information gathered through simulated stock markets - called prediction markets -
having direct effect on the what features Ford is developing

. More than 1,300 Ford employees from around the world participated in cotnpany-run
prediction markets in 2010, one of the largest internal prediction markets known

. Social analytics, which includes the use of prediction markets, was named by
Gartner Inc. as one of top 10 strategic technologies for 2011

DEARBORN, Mich., MMM. DD, 2011 - Early research indicated an in-car vacuum would be a
great option for Ford Motor Company to develop but employees thought otherwise and ranked it
48 out of 50.

The company saved precious time and money as it shifted focus to features that ranked higher.

Without a powerful key tool to support the ranking - called a prediction market - the discovery
would have been made further down the line, said Tom Neuhart, Global Feature Planning and
Strategy Analyst.

"The beauty of the prediction market is that it's relatively inexpensive and, most importantly,
provides an early assessment of consumer acceptance," Neuhart said. "That's important wlrcn
you have a list of hundreds of potential new features you're trying to pare down."

A prediction market is a simulated stock market created to make real forecasts. Prediction
markets leverage the wisdom of crowds by asking members to weigh in on issues through
trades. Experts say the information obtained oftentimes is more accurate and valuable than
official predictions.

More than 1,300 Ford employees participated in company-run prediction markets in 2010. One
two-week market yietded more than 13,000 "trades." The most recent one ended in December.

Prediction markets are a favorite form of data collection for researchers like Tom Montgomery, a
technical expert who specializes in text and data mining in Ford Research and Advanced
Engineering.

"Traditional surveys are based on the past and can only tell us what respondents want to
happen," said Montgomery. "Prediction markets paint a picture of what respondents think will
happen. The difference is night and day."
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That's why the Ford global product development team took notice when the central vacuum
system finished near the bottom of a prediction market question that asked participants to rank
50 features they thought consurners would value the most.

Ford - like other successful, high-profile companies such as Google lnc., Yahoo! Inc., Best Buy
Co., Microsoft Corp. and Eli Lilly & Co. - has been using prediction markets increasingly in the
last two years. An expert in the area of prediction markets said the Ford program is one of the
largest.

The increased use and size of the Ford prediction market falls in line with the purpose of text
and data mining within Research and Advanced Engineering. The goal is to develop new
techniques designed to analyze large amounts of data that help define consumer needs and
wants and identify risks and opportunities, among other reasons.

The use of prediction markets is a trend that is not about to stop. Research flrm Gartner Inc.
identified social analytics such as prediction markets as top 10 strategbtechnologies for2011.

"The willingness to run markets on sensitive topics says something very positive about a
company's culture," said EricZitzewitz, associate professor of econonics at Hanover, N.H.-
based Dartmouth College.Zitzewitz is an expert in prediction markets and has published papers
about the subject.

How it works
A question is posted to a market. For example, "Current Feature Development - Which features
will be rated the highest in market research?"

A participant, or trader, picks an answer and is asked about the chances of that choice being
rated highest. A trader might pick "solar power panel." lf other traders so far think lt has a 59o/o
chance of being rated highest, the price is $59 a share.

lf the trader stronEly believes chances are greater than 59 percent that solar power panel will be
rated higg1"t1, he or she might want to buy 50 shares. That would increase the percentage/share
price to say 64 percent, or $64 a share. The transaction is completed and the others who made
the same choice before just made $5 a share.

"Because traders decide how much to invest in each question, prediction markets measure the
intensity of the participants' views. That is something you just can't get in a suruey and that is
why this information is so valuable," said Paul Stieg, research engineer in Ford Research and
Advanced Engineering.

But the real beauty is what happens in addition to the "trades," Montgomery said.
First, Ford researchers instantly have access to information that can help provide direction for
the company and also may help fill holes in data caused by various issues such as cost,
confidentia I ity or geographic constraints.

And unlike surveys - usually limited by yes-or-no or nuultiple choice questions - traders can
comment on their "investments." For example, more than 2,700 mmments were provided in one
two-week prediction market alone, ranging from enthusiastic expressions of support for or
against a "stock" to detailed technical analyses of its potential value to customers.
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Montgomery said traders are interested and engaged because they are passionate about Ford- 
products. They are also motivated by the performance of their investrnents, bragging rightrs, the
chance to win entries into a lottery for a snall prize and the overall success of Ford.

Participants also learn, lvlontgomery said. In fact, he said, 93 percent of the participants said
they learned something through participation.

"You have this wonderful by-product of educating the population of traders because they're
reading each other's comments, conducting research to make hformed investments and getting
involved in these business decisions that their strict job definition wouldn't allow otherwise,"
Montgomery said. 'They're becoming better informed, well-rounded employees."

R&A has invited employees from a variety of Ford divisions to participate in past prediction
markets. Dudng the 2010 predictive markets potential traders were invited frorn Product
Development, Marketing, Sales and Service, Ford Global Technologies L.L.C., and parts of
Human Resources and Information Technology. ln all, 15,000 Ford employees from the United
States and Europe were invibd.

A high level of involvement makes the information gathered that much more powerful and valid,
said Joel Pierce. suoeMsor for Exterior Trim.

For e)Gmde, Exterior Trim asked participants in the market if they thought consumers would
pay a specific anrcunt for a special kind of bicycle carrier being considered for development.
The overwhelming response was "no.'

"Ttrat killed it right there," Pierce said. 'We didn't proceed with further design, prototyping or
testing - all of which obviously @sts time and mmey - because we had a good idea ahead of
time about whether or not we should."

Pierce, and everyone else who used the prediction markets in 2010, are anxious to use the tool
going forward.

"l admit I was skeptical at firsl" Pierce said. "But after the results we had, I'm a believer."

However prediction markets end up being used, Montgornery said, he's glad they're h the
company toolbox.

"lt's absolutely wonderful that the culture of Ford allows this kind of research to happen,"
lvlontgomery said.

###

About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company, a gl6al automotive idustry leader based in Dearbom, Mich., manufactures or
disfibutes automob,Tes across sj* continents. With about 1U,000 enployees and about 70 plants
worldwido, the company's automotive brands include Ford and Lincoln. The conpany provides financial
sovices through Ford Motor Credit Conpany. For more information regarding Ford's products, please
visit www.ford.com.
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